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Graphene: nanoscale processing and recent applications
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One of the most interesting features of graphene is the rich physics set up by the various nanostructures

it may adopt. The planar structure of graphene makes this material ideal for patterning at the

nanoscale. The breathtakingly fast evolution of research on graphene growth and preparation methods

has made possible the preparation of samples with arbitrary sizes. Available sample production

techniques, combined with the right patterning tools, can be used to tailor the graphene sheet into

functional nanostructures, even whole electronic circuits. This paper is a review of the existing graphene

patterning techniques and potential applications of related lithographic methods.
1. Introduction

Due to its many extraordinary properties,1 graphene, the first

truly single-atom thick material,2 a honeycomb network of sp2

carbon atoms, is in a winning position for the title of wonder

material of the 21st century. Treated as a hypothetical material,

its electronic properties were already studied in 1947 byWallace,3

whose results were used during the past two decades to describe

the electronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes.

Despite the introduction of the definition for graphene into
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IUPAC terminology in 1994,4 it took another 10 years until this

unusual material was made widely accessible by the ingenious

micromechanical cleavage method2 and by the visualization of

a single-atom thick layer by a common optical microscope.5

Soon after, an explosive development was started in the field of

graphene research, which continues to this day (see Fig. 1). As

one can see, the availability of graphene samples and its

remarkable properties, promising an extremely wide range of

applications,1 are responsible for an increase of the number of

graphene-related papers by a factor of about forty in seven years

(from 2004).

It is beyond the scope of the present review to try to list the full

range of possible applications of graphene. It is important to cite

a few promising ones: high-frequency analog circuits,8 spin-

tronics,9 nanoelectronics,10–12 chemical and biological
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Fig. 1 Number of graphene-related papers according to the Web of

Science database. The data for 2011 are extrapolated by doubling the

number of publications found in the database as on 14 June 2011. The

vertical line marks the year 2004, when Geim and Novoselov published

the mechanical cleavage method.2 It is important to point out, however,

that a few of the most important properties of the graphene monolayer

were determined experimentally well before the year 2004, including the

plasmon structure6 and the phonon dispersion branches.7
sensing,13–15 composites,16 gene sequencing,17 energy storage,18

etc. While many of these applications do not require a precise

nanoscale processing of the single atom thick sheet, there are

numerous very exciting applications such as digital nano-

electronics and spintronics for which the precise engineering of

graphene nanoribbons (GNRs)19–21 or antidot lattices22,23 is

mandatory. This is an extremely challenging task as the prop-

erties of GNRs and of other graphene nanoarchitectures depend

strongly on both the crystallographic orientation of their edges

and the width of the GNR,24,25 and the actual atomic structure of

the edges,26,27 including edge disorder which also has important

effects on the properties of the graphene nanodevices.27–29 To

date, only few nanoprocessing methods19,30,31 have been reported,

which can meet the very strict criteria for nanopatterning of
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graphene, namely, crystallographic orientation control and

atomic scale precision.
2. Graphene: atomic and electronic structure

Carbon is an extremely versatile element, not only in the form of

organic compounds, but also in inorganic (nano)materials. The

two well-known allotropes of crystalline carbon, graphite with

sp2 hybridization (black, good electric conductor, soft) and dia-

mond with sp3 hybridization (transparent, insulator, hard), have

very different physical properties. The large variety of sp2

nanocarbons (Fig. 1 in ref. 32)—some of them being well docu-

mented, while others are still hypothetical—obtained by various

ways of stacking graphitic elements and/or by incorporating

defects in the graphitic network have an even wider range of

physical properties depending on their particular structure or, in

other words, on the way their constituting atoms are linked

together. For example, the incorporation of non-hexagonal rings

in the honeycomb network transforms straight carbon nanotubes

into helical coils.33–35 To a certain degree, graphene can be

regarded as the building block of all these sp2 nanocarbons.

The flat, perfect and infinite hexagonal network of carbon

atoms has special physical properties. The six atoms located at

the apexes of the hexagons form two sublattices, A and B. An A

atom cannot occupy the position of a B atom without breaking

the lattice symmetry (see Fig. 2). This fact has profound impli-

cations on the electronic structure of graphene.2

The carbon atoms in the two sublattices of graphene form

trigonal s bonds with each other, with an interatomic nearest

neighbor separation of acc ¼ 1.42 �A (see Fig. 3). The s bonding

sp2 orbitals are formed by the superposition of the s, px and py
orbitals of the atomic carbon, leaving the pz orbital unhybri-

dized. The geometry of the hybridized orbitals is trigonal planar.
Fig. 2 Construction of the graphene lattice. The hexagonal unit cell is

made up of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms (in top view) to generate

a graphitic, honeycomb network. One may observe that the six carbon

atoms make up two families—the purple (A) and red (B) positions—

which can replace each other by simple translations, while no red atom

can replace a purple atom only by a translation operation.

Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1824–1839 | 1825



Fig. 3 The honeycomb lattice of graphene. The unit cell defined by

vectors a1 and a2 containing the two atoms belonging to sublattices A

(blue) and B (red) is highlighted in light blue.
This is the reason why each carbon atom has three nearest

neighbors within the graphene sheets. Each pz orbital overlaps

with those of the neighboring carbon atoms to form p-bonds

that lead to delocalized electron p bands, much like in the case of

benzene, naphthalene, anthracene and other aromatic molecules.

In this regard, graphene can be thought of as the extreme size

limit of planar aromatic molecules. The covalent s bonds

(shorter than the C–C bonds in diamond) are largely responsible

for the mechanical strength of graphene and other sp2 carbon

allotropes. The occupied s electronic bands are completely filled

and have a large separation in energy from the Fermi level. For

that reason, their effects on the electronic properties of graphene

can be neglected, at least to a first approximation. At this level of

approximation, the band structure—and therefore the electronic

properties—of graphene can be addressed by describing the p

bands in a tight binding approximation.3

Band structure calculations3,36 for the honeycomb lattice

shown in Fig. 3 yield an unusual electronic structure: the

conduction p band and the valence p band of graphene meet

exactly at the corners of the hexagonal first Brillouin zone

(Fig. 4) and only there. These corners are called the Dirac points.

Three of them, labeled as K, belong to one triangular sublattice

in reciprocal space, while the other three, labeled as K0, form the
Fig. 4 Contour plot of the energy in the first Brillouin zone of graphene

conduction band and the valence band touching at the K points. The zoomed

Dirac points.
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second sublattice. The valence and conduction bands meet at the

K and K0 points, but do not overlap, with zero number of states

just at these points. Because of this, graphene is called a zero

band-gap semiconductor or semimetal. Around the Dirac points,

the dispersion relation of the p bands is linear with the separa-

tion distance, opposite to the other semiconductors, which

chiefly exhibit a parabolic dispersion at the Fermi energy. This

linear dispersion is at the origin of the unusual electronic prop-

erties of graphene.

A linear dispersion normally characterizes particles whose

kinetic energy is much larger than their rest mass energy, the

best example of which being photons. Thus, electrons in gra-

phene mimic the behavior of photons or other ultra-relativistic

particles, with an energy-independent Fermi velocity (vF) that is

approximately 300 times smaller than the speed of light. The

energy around the K points can be written as E ¼ h�vF|~k|, where
~k is the wave vector. This linear E(k) dependence is a hallmark

of graphene and is in sharp contrast with the behavior of

electrons near the band edges in most semiconductors, which if

expressed in the effective-mass approximation yields a quadratic

relationship: E(k) z h�2k2/2meff, where meff stands for the

effective mass.

The Hamiltonian describing the electrons and holes near the

K, K0 points in graphene may be written asH ¼ vF~s~p, where~p ¼
h�~k and s are Pauli spin matrices acting on the two honeycomb

sublattice degrees of freedom.37 This is the Dirac equation for

massless relativistic particles. The positive energy conduction

band and the negative energy valence band touch at the K points,

just as electron and positron bands touch at zero momentum in

the zero mass limit of the relativistic Dirac equation. This is the

reason why the first Brillouin-zone corners in graphene are often

referred to as Dirac points.38

The existence of two sublattices A and B (corresponding to the

two atoms per unit cell) leads to the existence of a novel property

of the charge carriers in graphene, where the two linear branches

of graphene energy dispersion (intersecting at Dirac points)

become independent of each other, indicating the existence of

a pseudospin quantum number analogous to electron spin (but

completely independent of real spin). Thus, charge carriers in

graphene have a pseudospin index in addition to the spin index.

The existence of the chiral pseudospin quantum number is

a natural product of the basic lattice structure of graphene.39
(red hexagon). Plot of the p band structure of graphene, showing the

part at the right-hand side shows the linear dispersion in the region of the

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



This Dirac physics of the charge carriers is the root cause of

a lot of interesting physics observed in graphene (for a review, see

ref. 36). A good example of this Dirac fermion behavior is the

observation of an anomalous, so-called half integer, quantum

Hall effect in graphene,40 where the sequence of steps in the Hall

conductivity is shifted by half with respect to the normal

quantum Hall effect. Another consequence of the gapless linear

bands of graphene is the peculiar scattering properties of its

charge carriers, which can have a transmission probability of

unity41 for certain incidence angles upon an electrostatic poten-

tial barrier. This phenomenon, known as Klein tunneling, is

present both in single-layer and bilayer graphene, although with

different intensity and at different incidence angles of the charge

carriers upon the potential barrier. For example, a circular,

bilayer n–p junction (NPJ) of graphene is predicted to lack the

electron beam focusing effect found in a monolayer circular

NPJ.42 The Klein tunneling means that charge carriers in gra-

phene cannot be confined by electrostatic potentials in a similar

way as in semiconductors. Therefore, in order to confine charge

carriers, one has to produce a discontinuity in the graphene

lattice. This raises questions relating to the edge structure of

graphene nanoarchitectures with finite dimensions. The simplest

of these nanoarchitectures are the so-called GNRs, rectangular

strips of a few nanometres in width and having a length signifi-

cantly larger than their width. One can distinguish three different

cases for the edge termination of such GNRs: (i) zigzag (z-GNR)

termination; (ii) armchair (a-GNR) termination; (iii) an edge

termination associated with any other angle chosen between

armchair and zigzag directions (see Fig. 5 for the definition of

a-GNRs and z-GNRs).

The a-GNRs are particularly interesting because, for a small

enough width and precise crystallographic orientation of their

edges, they may exhibit semiconductor behavior with a confine-

ment-induced band gap, large enough to allow the room

temperature operation of nanoelectronic devices.20,25 In contrast

with a-GNRs, the z-GNRs are metallic43 so that they may play

the same role as interconnects in Si-based integrated circuits

(ICs) or in future all-carbon ICs.10 Precise zigzag termination of

graphene nanoarchitectures was important for the experimental

confirmation of theoretical predictions concerning the differ-

ences in the Raman signature of armchair and zigzag terminated

edges,30 furthermore spintronic applications44 of such
Fig. 5 (a and b) The edge structure of z-GNRs and a-GNRs. (c and d)

Schematic band structure in the region of the K points of z-GNR and a-

GNR. The a-GNR exhibits a band gap Eg inversely proportional to its

width.
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nanoarchitectures are foreseen. However, under certain condi-

tions the zigzag termination may turn out to be unstable with

respect to a planar reconstruction of the edge, which influences

the electronic structure of the ribbon.45

The reason for the very different properties of the a-GNRs as

compared with the z-GNRs finds its root in the partition of the

honeycomb lattice into two sublattices: A and B. A zigzag edge

contains carbon atoms from only one sublattice (A or B), while

the armchair edge contains atoms from both sublattices A and B.

A random edge (oriented under a randomly chosen angle

between armchair and zigzag orientations) can be regarded as

being composed of armchair and zigzag portions; its electronic

properties will be close to those of a zigzag edge.43,46 This finding

may explain why it was impossible to evidence orientation

dependence in the behavior of GNRs produced by e-beam

lithography.47 Other theoretical models predict semiconductor-

like behavior due to spontaneous rearrangement of defects at

z-GNR edges48 or more complex effects at both zigzag edges and

armchair edges, which may produce profound modifications

depending on the kind of disorder and the dimensions of the

GNR.27
3. Top down nanostructuring

3.1. Electron-beam lithography

The usual method for the production of 2D patterns on the scale

of 10–100 nm is e-beam lithography followed by plasma etching.

Several groups have used this technique for the experimental

realization of the first GNRs,47,49 single electron transistors

(SETs)50 and field effect transistors (FETs).51

In order to open a practically relevant band gap in nano-

structured graphene, it must be nanopatterned to critical

dimensions smaller than 20 nm. However, 20 nm is on the

threshold of what can easily be achieved using conventional

electron beam lithography due to known electron scattering

effects in common electron beam resists.52 Features down to 10

nm have recently been demonstrated in the production of high-

density magnetic media53 thanks to an experimental resist

system. However, according to both theoretical predictions25 and

experimental data,47 nanopatterned GNRs would present a gap

value of the order of 100 meV if their width could be reduced to

10 nm. A gap of this magnitude clearly excludes room temper-

ature operation of the nanodevices. Additionally e-beam

lithography does not allow the control of the crystallographic

orientation of the GNRs in a straightforward way, which is

a crucial factor in obtaining a suitably large band gap.25

An eloquent illustration of a problem that may arise due to the

limitations of the e-beam lithography is provided by ref. 54 (see

Fig. 6.). Two distinct voltage scales were found to characterize

the parameter region of suppressed conductance at low charge

density in the ribbon. One of them is related to the charging

energy of localized states and the other to the strength of the

disorder potential. The transport gap in an etched GNR is

primarily formed by local resonances and quantum dots along

the ribbon. The quantum dots are formed due to the width

variation of the GNR. By superimposing a disorder potential

giving rise to electron–hole puddles near the charge neutrality

point,55 the confinement gap ensures that Klein tunneling (from
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1824–1839 | 1827



Fig. 7 Comparison of nanoparticle-assisted etching in graphene and

graphite. (a) Key features of etching in graphene are chirality-preserving

angles of 60� and 120�, avoided crossing of trenches leaving �10 nm

spacing between adjacent trenches and producing connected nano-

structures, and trenches and nanoparticles with uniform width <10 nm.

(b) AFM phase image of etched graphene with produced geometric

nanostructures. The phase image obscures small details, making adjacent

trenches appear to merge together. (c) AFM height image of equilateral

Fig. 6 Illustration of the potential landscape along the graphene

nanoribbon allowing the formation of charged islands and quantum dots.

(Reproduced from Stampfer et al.,54 copyright 2009 by The American

Physical Society.)
puddle to puddle) gets substituted by real tunneling. Within this

model DEF will depend on both the confinement energy gap due

to island size (varying from location to location along the GNR)

and the disorder potential.54 This will result in nanoribbon

properties dominated not by the specific physics of armchair or

zigzag edge terminations, but by the degree of disorder in GNR

dimensions and in the potential created by electron–hole

puddles. Recent experimental data acquired on GNRs of 30 nm

in width and of various lengths provided evidence in support of

a model of nanoribbon behavior in which charged impurities in

the vicinity of the ribbon create a disorder potential that, coupled

with some small energy gap, breaks the ribbon up into isolated

puddles of charge carriers that act as quantum dots.56
triangle connected to three nanoribbons. (d) AFM height image of

a trench which avoids crossing another trench running parallel to it

(panels c and d color scale 0 to 1.7 nm). (e) Key features of etching in

graphite and in few-layer graphene are chirality-changing angles of 90�,
150�, and 30�, in addition to 60� and 120�, trenches which merge,

producing disconnected geometries, and trenches and nanoparticles of

varying size (10–1000 nm). (f–h) AFM height images of etched graphite

showing the previously mentioned features (color scale 0 to 7 nm).

(Reprinted with permission from ref. 59. Copyright 2009 American

Chemical Society.)
3.2. Nanoparticle lithography

Carrying out lithography with crystallographic orientation

control demands techniques that inherently have crystallo-

graphic selectivity, while those techniques that do not, require

that the crystallographic axes of the object are known with high

precision. Lithographic processes based on scanning probe

microscopy (discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) belong to the

second category; whereas various methods based on chemical

reactions taking place at mobile nanoparticles belong to the first

category. Although the movement of these nanoparticles cannot

be controlled at our present level of knowledge, further research

may reveal means to achieve this.57 The topic of nanoparticle

lithography was reviewed recently in detail,19 so that only a brief

enumeration of the most relevant results will be given here.

Several types of metallic nanoparticles have the capacity to cut

trenches in graphite, one or several layers deep along selected

crystallographic directions. Ni,58,59 Fe,60 and Co61,62 have been

reported to do so when heated in a hydrogen-containing atmo-

sphere (see Fig. 7). In certain experiments, GNRs with a width as

small as 10 nm were observed. Ag nanoparticles were found to

promote the oxidation of graphene.63 Very recently SiOx nano-

particles were also reported to behave in a similar way like the

transition metals.64 The SiOx nanoparticles were produced in situ

by the annealing of graphene on SiO2 in hydrogen-containing

atmosphere at temperatures over 850 �C.
A point should be emphasized concerning the crystallographic

selectivity of the reactions at mobile nanoparticles: the charac-

teristic angles by which the trenches etched by the nanoparticles

change direction indicate that the reactivity of graphene, few-

layer graphite and graphite is different along different crystal-

lographic directions of the basal plane. This will prove to be
1828 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1824–1839
useful later for the discussion of pattern formation by controlled

oxidation.

The most serious bottleneck of nanoparticle lithography is the

very limited control on the placement of the nanoparticles and on

the direction in which the etching will start.19 Additionally, data

are lacking regarding the edge roughness of the etched channels.

Therefore one cannot exclude that these features exhibit a similar

roughness at the atomic scale as those produced by e-beam

lithography, which could represent a serious drawback regarding

the possible applications. For example, a high-resolution TEM

image in Fig. 1c of ref. 62 seems to indicate that even the channels

looking regular at a lower magnification may have rough edges

on the atomic scale.
3.3. Scanning tunneling lithography (STL)

A scanning tunneling microscope (STM)65 is a characterization

tool that routinely achieves atomic resolution imaging of various

conducting surfaces. This very high lateral resolution follows

from the quantum physics of the tunneling phenomenon66 and

essentially means that the tunneling channel in which the elec-

trons flow from the tip to the sample is also of atomic width.

Beyond high-resolution imaging, this instrument also offers the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Fig. 8 (a) STM image (15 � 15 nm2, 1 nA, 100 mV) of a 2.5 nm wide

armchair GNR. The color scale bar encodes the height of the imaged

features. (b) Line-cut of the STM image revealing the real width of the

ribbon. (c) Representative STS spectra taken on the narrow ribbon

showing an energy gap of about 0.5 eV (zero DOS marked by horizontal

lines). (Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature

Nanotechnology,20 copyright 2008.)
opportunity to locally modify the sample surface.67 Further

advantages are that the crystallographic orientation of the

sample is precisely known, after acquisition of an atomic reso-

lution image, and the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)

operation mode immediately provides information on the elec-

tronic structure of the sample. In order to image and/or to

modify a graphene layer with the STM, a conductive substrate is

needed. The most convenient substrate is graphite itself, in

particular the variety called Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite

(HOPG), which is also the substrate of choice for STM under

ambient conditions. Quite early on, STM was used to modify the

surface of HOPG.68 In these first experiments it was already

revealed that the writing of holes a few nanometres in diameter is

possible only in the presence of water vapor condensed on the

surface of HOPG.69 Later on, it was proposed that, in fact,

a localized chemical reaction takes place under the STM tip by

the local decomposition of water under the well-confined elec-

tron flux emitted from the tip.68 The etching process of the

surface of bulk HOPG depends on several factors:70 (i) there is

a certain threshold voltage in the range of a few volts over which

the modification of the sample surface starts; (ii) the magnitude

of the threshold voltage depends on the scanning speed used; (iii)

in turn the width and the depth of the lithographic features

depend on the applied bias. In a systematic study,70 it was shown

that when keeping all other parameters constant except the bias

voltage, the character and magnitude of the surface modifica-

tions change significantly in the voltage range from 2.74 V to

3.47 V. At the lower value, the first surface modifications were

observed: small elevations on the sample surface, which are

tentatively identified with C(O) type structures anchored to the

sample surface. At the value of 3.47 V, the etching was already

several atomic layers deep. On the other hand, the surface

modification of bulk HOPG under UHV conditions does not

start below a threshold voltage in the range of 8 V.71 This clearly

shows that the layer of adsorbed water has a very important role

in the low voltage STM lithography of HOPG. Furthermore, by

carefully controlling the gas environment during STL, the line

width of the lithographic process may be improved.72

With a very careful tuning of the scanning parameters, GNRs

of only one atomic layer thickness can be cut from the topmost

layer of HOPG.20 A bias of 2.4 V and a tip velocity of 2.0 nm s�1

are typical parameters, when used in ambient air, with

a mechanically prepared Pt tip. GNRs with edges oriented along

a desired crystallographic direction (a-GNR or z-GNR) can be

cut. The edge roughness of the GNRs is comparable to lattice

dimensions, as can be seen in Fig. 8. The crystallographic

orientation of the GNR is determined prior to lithography by

atomic resolution imaging. After the completion of the litho-

graphic process, the electronic structure of the GNRs can be

probed by STS. For the a-GNR of 2.5 nm in width (Fig. 8),

a confinement gap of 0.5 eV was measured in good agreement

with theoretical predictions. It is worth to point out that this gap

value is large enough to allow the room temperature operation of

nanodevices built from similar GNRs.

The complete removal of the topmost graphene layer after

lithography demonstrates that the depth of the cut is indeed one-

monolayer thick and the second layer of the HOPG sample is not

damaged.73 This feat may be achieved using for this nano-

processing the very same STM tip as used for the lithography.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
The atomic scale roughness at the edges of the GNRs cut by

STL produces some scattering at the edges and electronic

interference patterns may appear in the atomic resolution STM

images in the edge region. Even so, clear standing wave

patterns are observed at room temperature due to the

confinement of electron waves between the two edges of the

GNRs.20 The aspect of the observed standing wave patterns is

dependent on the applied STM bias. Their presence shows that

the edge disorder is low enough to preserve the coherence of

the electron wavefunction at the length scale of the nanoribbon

width.
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1824–1839 | 1829



To summarize the advantages of STL: (i) it makes possible the

precise determination of the crystallographic orientation of the

cut; (ii) the depth of the cut can be controlled with high precision;

(iii) atomic resolution images can be taken immediately after the

cutting process; (iv) the electronic structure of the GNR can be

characterized by STS; (v) it is an important additional advantage

that the method is resist free, it does not leave organic residues on

the surface of graphene. The most serious disadvantages are that

an electrically conducting substrate is needed and it is a slow,

serial process, unless special multi-tip systems can be developed

based on a principle similar to the one used in dip pen

nanolithography.74
Fig. 9 (a and b) AFM (left) and SEM (right) images of two triangles cut

of graphene on SiO2 with |Vtip| > |Vthresh| such that the tip current, Itip z
0 during cutting. (c and d) AFM (left) and SEM (right) images of two

triangles cut with |Vtip| < |Vthresh| such that Itip z 100 mA during cutting.

(e and f) SEM images of the areas of the graphene flake on which the

triangles were cut. The arrows indicate the locations of the triangles

shown in panels (a)–(d). (Reprinted with permission from ref. 86.

Copyright 2011, American Institute of Physics.)
3.4. AFM lithography

The AFM75 was developed primarily to compensate for the lack

of capacity of the STM to image non-conducting surfaces. AFM

lithography of HOPG76 and of graphene77–83 is based on a local

oxidation reaction. It can be regarded as a variation of the STL

method in which the atomically sharp STM tip is replaced by an

AFM tip with a conductive metallic coating and apex radius of

curvature in the range of tens of nanometres at best. The cutting

process itself is the same as in the case of STL, namely, it is based

on the decomposition of the water layer adsorbed on the

surface.76,84 During the electrochemical oxidation of HOPG by

AFM, the oxidative species (OH�, O�) react with the sp2 carbon

and convert it to sp3 with hydroxyl and epoxy functional

attachments or to CO and CO2 when the oxidation is

complete.78,85 But as the tip has a larger radius of curvature and

the flowing current is not a tunneling current—so it lacks the

exponential dependence on the tip-sample distance—the width of

the current channel is much larger as compared with the STL and

the individual tip shape has a significant influence on the cut

width.86 A clear advantage of the AFM lithography is that it does

not need a conductive substrate for feedback like the STM;

therefore working on insulting substrates is possible.

As a likely consequence of the different mechanisms of current

flow in the STL process and the AFM lithography, there is

a much wider scatter in the voltage values, from �5 to �35 V,

under which the cutting process is initiated,86 than in the case of

STL. Moreover unusual features may be produced, like bumps

attributed to the incorporation of oxygen in the carbon network

without complete oxidation.77 An alternative explanation could

be the deposition of material from the metal coating of the

conductive tip. So-called pseudo-cuts have been reported

recently,86 which appear as real cuts in the AFM images,

although the electronic system of the graphene remains intact.

The pseudo-cuts can be distinguished from real cuts in the SEM

at a low accelerating voltage (500 V), Fig. 9.

The best resolution obtained so far yields features of 14 nm,

whereas the typical feature size is in the range of 30 nm up to

100 nm, depending on the individual tip shape.86 These results

were obtained with non-coated, doped Si tips on mechanically

exfoliated mono- and bi-layer graphene on SiO2. For cutting, the

AFM was operated in contact mode (C-AFM). A threshold

value was found |Vthresh| which has to be exceeded

(|Vtip| > |Vthresh|) in order to produce real cuts86 (the threshold

value may vary from �3.5 V to �5 V depending on the tip used).

When the |Vthresh| value is exceeded by the voltage applied to the
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tip, the current flowing through the tip drops to zero, opposite to

the case when voltages below the threshold value are applied.

The pseudo-cuts obtained in the latter conditions may vanish in

a few hours or days in ambient atmosphere. At voltage values

over the threshold, the current flowing between the tip and the

graphene falls to zero and real cuts are produced. Micro-Raman

and electric force microscopy data indicate that the edges of the

features written by AFM lithography in sp2 carbon layers are

functionalized by oxy functional groups.85

A different variety of AFM lithography can be performed

using the AFM tip as a stylus to scratch the graphene layer.87,88

Because graphene tends to fold itself when the AFM tip is

scratching it, graphene on the SiO2/Si system was found to be

impractical. However, a thin layer of PMMA intercalated

between the graphene and the SiO2 helps to avoid this problem.87

The smallest gap width could be down to 10 nm using AFM tips

made of silicon nitride instead of silicon. Unfortunately, the edge

of the scratched channels is very rough, so that there are only

moderate chances that this method could be successfully used to

produce GNRs. In a recent experiment, copper-phthalocyanine

was deposited in the gaps produced by scratching; photocon-

ductive signals and transistor characteristics were measured, but

in these measurements the graphene acted only as an electrode.87

The serious disadvantage of this nanolithographic method is the

need for a PMMA underlayer to avoid graphene from folding

under the AFM tip pressure. This brings back all the problems

connected with organic residues remaining on or under the

graphene.
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Fig. 10 A ‘‘Y’’ junction of three graphene nanoribbons, with the ribbons

having widths of 93, 100, and 101 nm (starting from the upper left ribbon,

going clockwise). The inset at the bottom shows a scheme of the corre-

sponding atomic structure. (Reprinted with permission from ref. 21.

Copyright 2010, Springer.)
3.5. Carbothermal etching (CTE)

Carbothermal etching (CTE), a combination of the kind of AFM

lithography in which the AFM tip is used as a stylus (see the

previous section) and the crystallographic selective chemical

reaction taking place at mobile nanoparticles, is used for etching

channels in graphene (see Section 3.2.). It is based on the solid-

phase chemical reaction between carbon atoms with dangling

bonds and the SiO2 substrate.21 The oxygen needed for the

oxidation of the graphene layer is extracted from the SiO2

substrate. As already discussed above, under certain annealing

conditions, the graphene may interact with its substrate to

produce nanoparticles and chemical reactions between these and

the graphene layer.64 During the oxidative thinning of FLG

flakes down to a single graphene layer, the latter can interact with

the SiO2 substrate differently as multilayers do.89 Indeed, as

shown in Fig. 2d of ref. 89, the edges of the graphene layer recede

while leaving behind a depression on the substrate. This is in

agreement with earlier observations that SWCNTs may produce

trenches on the SiO2 surface.
90

During CTE the annealing of mechanically exfoliated gra-

phene on SiO2 is carried out in Ar atmosphere at the temperature

of 700 �C.21 Under these conditions the oxidation takes place

only at the already existing graphene edges according to the

following reaction:91

SiO2(sol) + C(edges) 0 SiO[ + CO[

As both reaction products are volatile at the annealing temper-

ature, they are removed by the flow of Ar gas. Therefore,

a depression is created where the graphene edge has reduced the

substrate silica to SiO. The reaction is a solid-phase one that

exhibits clear indications of crystallographic selectivity. The

initially round shape of the pit formed during the oxidation of the

graphene at 500 �C in air is transformed to a well-shaped, regular

hexagon.21 Furthermore, both atomic resolution STM images21

and Raman mapping30 confirm that the termination of the edges

produced by CTE is precisely zigzag.

As compared with the crystallographically selective nano-

particle etching and the AFM lithography, which uses the tip for

scratching, the major differences are as follows: (i) the AFM tip is

not moved along a line, it is used only to produce defects at

a certain point which will initiate the reaction; (ii) the crystallo-

graphically selective chemical reaction can start only at those

points where the defects have been created by the AFM inden-

tation.21 These differences allow for the realization of a priori

planned patterns, like antidot lattices of holes with precisely

zigzag edges, Y-junctions (see Fig. 10), etc.21

The zigzag-edged hexagonal holes produced by CTE made it

possible for the first time the experimental confirmation of the

theoretical predictions concerning the behavior of graphene

edges with well-defined structure.92 The narrowest zigzag nano-

ribbon produced so far by CTE has a width of 30 nm.93 The main

advantage of the method is not the easy production of narrow

GNRs—the starting point of the reaction by AFM indentation

has to be placed with great precision for this—but resides in its

ability to produce complex nanoarchitectures.

Recently, a hydrogen plasma-based etching technique has

been shown to also produce zigzag-edged graphene nano-

structures on top of HOPG- and SiO2-supported graphene.31
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This process also shows good crystallographic selectivity,

although the roughness of the zigzag edges prepared by CTE and

plasma etching has not been directly compared yet.
3.6. Edge engineering

The properties of graphene edges, their characterization and the

question of edge engineering have been reviewed recently in

detail.94 However, the narrowing down of GNRs and edge

quality is a crucial issue for any graphene nanoarchitecture,

which justifies the brief reviewing of a few recent results here.

A high-temperature, slow and well-controlled etching proce-

dure was reported for nanoribbons and other more complex

shapes, initially produced by e-beam lithography (using Al mask

instead of resist), then narrowed down from �20 nm to about 8

nm in width by using an NH3, O2 mixture in argon, without

creating defects in the basal plane of graphene.95 As a result of

the presence of bond disorders and functional groups at the edges

of the graphene, the chemical reactivity of the edge carbon atoms

is higher than that of the perfectly bound sp2 carbon atoms in the

basal plane. The lack of defects created in the basal plane was

checked by Raman mapping.95 Parallel arrays of �8 nm wide

GNRs were used to produce FETs with an on/off ratio of �50

and with ‘on’ currents far exceeding those of single-ribbon

devices. The edge roughness caused by random fluctuations in

the lithographic and etching process was found to be smaller

than 5 nm,95 this seems to set a limit for the width of continuous

GNRs that can be produced using this procedure.

A lower temperature (300 �C) hydrogen plasma etching

procedure was developed recently.96 The etching rate, as
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measured by AFM, for single-layer graphene and few-layer

graphene (g $ 2 layers) are 0.27 � 0.05 nm min�1 and 0.10 �
0.03 nm min�1, respectively. The reported difference of etching

rates is in agreement with the difference found in the behavior of

single-layer graphene and FLG when oxidized on SiO2.
89 Raman

spectroscopic mapping revealed no D band in the planes of

single-layer or few-layer graphenes after the plasma reaction,

confirming the selective etching at the graphene edges without

introducing defects in the basal plane.96 GNRs could be nar-

rowed down to the range of 5 nm and FETs with an on/off ratio

of �1000 were produced.

Using low-voltage (60 keV) scanning transmission microscopy

(STEM), single atom spectroscopy experiments were carried out

at the edges of graphene flakes mechanically cleaved from

HOPG.97 STEM annular dark field (ADF) images indicated that

the graphene flakes had open and active edges98 and that the

edges are steadily etched by the incident electron beam when the

probe-scanning is repeated in the same region. Energy-Loss

Near-Edge fine Structure (ELNES) spectra of individual carbon

atoms in triple coordination, double coordination and single

coordination were recorded. The spectra show clear differences

in the electronic structure of the three types of edge atoms. The

single coordinated atoms are rather unstable under the experi-

mental conditions. The open edges involve both single- and

double-coordinated carbon atoms, but their specific edge states

are completely localized at the atomic level. This localization was

already demonstrated in 2001 by both STM and electronic

structure calculations for edge-terminated layers of graphite.99

Even for triple coordinated carbon atoms, slight electronic

structure modification may exist near the edge region, but it

vanishes after 1.5 nm from the edge front. This result comes from

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) performed along

a line normal to the graphene flake edge, revealing that atoms at

a distance of 1.5 nm from the edge show a normal sp2 spectrum.97

It is concluded that the properties of GNRs with a width smaller

than �3 nm might be governed by edge effects.97

STM was used to obtain some information regarding the

general orientation of the edges of a micromechanically cleaved

graphene flake on SiO2.
100 In order to make possible the STM

imaging, the graphene was connected to metallic contacts. STM

imaging right in the edge region is not possible as the STM tip

moving on the flake edge would immediately crash into the oxide.

Nevertheless, at some distance from the edge, atomic resolution

images may be recorded, which give information on the general

direction of the edge, but are unfortunately not suitable to reveal

the real atomic structure of the edge.
4. Bottom-up nanostructuring

4.1. Epitaxial GNR growth on SiC

The epitaxial growth of graphene on h-SiC is a method for

graphene production101 by which wafer-scale graphene transis-

tors operating at 100 GHz can be produced.102 Unfortunately

due to the absence of a band gap, these transistors are not suit-

able for digital applications. Therefore, the direct, bottom-up

growth of epitaxial GNRs on SiC is extremely promising. The

procedure is based on the self-organized growth of graphene

nanoribbons on a templated silicon carbide substrate prepared
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using scalable photolithography and microelectronics process-

ing.103 This may avoid the edge damage as a result of post-pro-

cessing. The achieved ribbon width of 40 nm remains within the

possibilities of e-beam lithography, but with further work, the

GNRwidth may be reduced. The prototype GNR devices exhibit

an on/off ratio of 10 at 4 K.103 The procedure allowed the

simultaneous fabrication of top-gated FET devices with a density

of 40.000 devices per cm2.

The procedure is based on the observation that the

morphology of epitaxial graphene on SiC is highly influenced by

the underlying SiC structure. (1�10n) facet formation may be

induced by pre-processing of the SiC. Controlled facets are

achieved by the photolithographic definition of nickel lines on

a SiC substrate perpendicular to the h1�100i direction; these lines
are transferred into the SiC by a fluorine-based reactive ion etch

(RIE). The critical factor defining the width of the GNR will be

the depth of the etch (see Fig. 11).103 The formation of the h1�100i
facet is carried out after the removal of the Ni mask and cleaning

in the temperature range of 1200–1300 �C in a vacuum of 10�4

torr, while the GNR growth takes place at around 1450 �C in

a time interval of 10 minutes, after which the sample was cooled

down.
4.2. Surface directed assembly of organic molecules

It may seem surprising that the first graphene nanoribbons—of

only one benzene ring width—both with armchair and with

zigzag edge have been synthesized more than 50 years ago by

organic chemists.104 Both armchair (para-hexaphenyl or sex-

iphenyl)105 and zig-zag (hexacene and heptacene)106 GNRs were

synthesized decades ago. Sexiphenyl (armchair edge) and hep-

tacene (zig-zag edge), both have the width of only one benzene

ring, sexiphenyl has a band gap of the order of 3.2 eV,107 while

heptacene (a polyacene with n ¼ 7 benzene rings) has a band

gap of only 1.5 eV.108 Theoretical calculations show that the

band gap of polyacenes shrinks rapidly to zero as the number

of benzene rings increases to 10.109 This is very similar to the

behavior expected from a zigzag GNR. The gap of oligophe-

nylenes shows very little change from 6 to 12 rings,110 that is,

they behave like armchair GNRs. Unfortunately the produc-

tion of polyacenes and oligophenylenes of more hexagonal

units seems to be hindered by the possibilities of organic

synthesis.

Taking the inspiration from organic chemistry for the prepa-

ration of GNRs, a promising research direction is the surface-

directed assembly of organic molecules. Fig. 12 sketches the basic

GNR fabrication steps for a prototypical armchair ribbon,

having a width of 7 carbon chains, obtained from 10,100-
dibromo-9,90-bianthryl precursor monomers.111

It is beyond the scope of the present review to discuss the fine

details of the organic chemistry taking place on the Au(111)

surface in the temperature range of 200 �C and, later on, the

second reaction step occurring at 400 �C. Armchair-edged GNRs

of about 2 nm in width and around 30 nm in length were

produced, as demonstrated by STM images and by simulations.

Other more complex shapes, like Y-junction type nano-

architectures composed of ‘‘chevron-type’’ elements, were also

produced using different precursors as compared with the case of

a-GNRs.
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Fig. 11 Process for tailoring of the SiC crystal for selective graphene

growth and device fabrication. (a) A nanometre-scale step is etched into

SiC crystal by fluorine-based RIE; (b) the crystal is heated to 1200–1300
�C (in low vacuum), inducing step flow and relaxation to the (1�10n) facet;

(c) upon further heating to �1450 �C, self-organized GNR forms on the

facet; (d) complete device with source and drain contacts, graphene

nanoribbon channel, Al2O3 gate dielectric and metal top-gate. (Reprinted

with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotech-

nology (ref. 103), copyright 2010.)

Fig. 12 Bottom-up fabrication of atomically precise GNRs. Basic steps

for surface-supported GNR synthesis, illustrated with a ball-and-stick

model of the example of 10,100-dibromo-9,90-bianthryl monomers. Grey,

carbon; white, hydrogen; red, halogens; underlying surface atoms shown

by large spheres. Top: dehalogenation during adsorption of the di-

halogen functionalized precursor monomers. Middle: formation of linear

polymers by covalent interlinking of the dehalogenated intermediates.

Bottom: formation of fully aromatic GNRs by cyclodehydrogenation.

(Reprinted with permission fromMacmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (ref.

111), copyright 2010.)
Several other possible routes of organic synthesis

that may yield graphene type structures are reviewed in

ref. 112.
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5. Applications

Some of the most widespread applications like the GNR-based

FETs, which are also used for characterizing the charge transport

properties of the realized GNRs,113 were already mentioned

above and will not be discussed in more detail here.
5.1. Graphene nanomeshes by block copolymer lithography

Block copolymers are well known for forming regular nano-

patterns.114 A graphene nanomesh (GNM) is a single- or few-

layer graphene into which a high-density array of nanoscale holes

are introduced (see Fig. 13).115 The distribution of the holes is not

completely regular (either in the size of holes or in the distance

between them), but two structural parameters can be defined: the

average ‘‘periodicity’’, defined as the center-to-center distance

between two neighboring nanoholes, and the ‘‘neck width’’,

defined as the average of the smallest edge-to-edge distance

between two neighboring nanoholes in the nanomesh. A poly

(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (P(S-b-MMA)) block

copolymer thin film with cylindrical domains normal to the

surface was fabricated and used as the etching template, and

a CHF3-based RIE process, followed by oxygen plasma etching

to induce holes into a graphene layer.115 The GNM layer was

used to produce FET devices.
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Fig. 13 (a) Schematic of a GNM-FET. The device is fabricated on

a heavily doped silicon substrate with 300 nm SiO2 as the gate dielectric.

(b) SEM image of a GNMdevice made from nanomesh with a periodicity

of �39 nm and a neck width of �10 nm. Scale bar, 500 nm. (Reprinted

with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotech-

nology (ref. 115), copyright 2010.)

Fig. 14 Scheme depicting the fabrication of nanoperforated HOPG

using block copolymer lithography and the corresponding top-down

SEM images of (a) vertically oriented PMMA cylinders in a block

copolymer thin film obtained by thermal annealing, (b) residual poly-

styrene honeycomb template obtained after selective PMMA removal

with UV irradiation, (c) etched structures after O2 followed by CHF3 +

O2 plasma RIE resulting in the etching of the random copolymer mat and

the oxide buffer layer, respectively, and (d) nanoperforated HOPG

resulting from the final O2 plasma RIE and the removal of the oxide

buffer by HF solution. Scale bars ¼ 200 nm. (Reprinted with permission

from ref. 116. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.)
The GNMs are viewed as a highly interconnected network of

GNRs. Narrow neck width is needed to gain enough band gap to

offer both sufficient gate response and high on–off ratio; a denser

mesh structure can enable higher current delivery. On/off ratios

in the range of 10 to 100 have been obtained for GNMs with

different neck widths.115 The opening of the conduction band gap

in the GNM structure is attributed to a combination of multiple

factors, including lateral quantum confinement and a localiza-

tion effect resulting from edge disorder, such as variable edge

roughness or absorbed species in the oxygen plasma etching

process.

A very similar procedure was reported to achieve features sizes

<10 nm in HOPG. A thin film of the cylinder-forming diblock

copolymer poly(sytrene-block-methyl methacrylate) [P(S-b-

MMA)] was used as a template. The layer consisted of a thin film

of a random copolymer of methyl methacrylate (MMA), styrene

(S) and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), P(S-r-MMA-r-GMA),

which acted as a non-preferential or neutral layer. An interme-

diate 10 nm SiO2 layer was used between the HOPG and the

polymer layer to avoid nonuniform coating and dewetting.116

The polymer film was annealed (220 �C, vacuum, 3 h) resulting in

a 25 nm thick film. A hexagonal array of vertically oriented

PMMA cylinders was observed at this stage (Fig. 14a). The

sample was then exposed to UV illumination (1000 mJ cm�2) to

selectively degrade the PMMA cylinders. After the processing

steps shown in Fig. 14, a single sheet of graphene was mechan-

ically exfoliated onto 86 nm SiO2/Si (p++) wafers. Measurements

were performed under ambient conditions, the conductance on/

off modulation for gate biases in the range of �30 V was 7.3 �
1.9 at room temperature.116 Subsequent O2 plasma etching could

increase the on/off ratio in the range of 40. Unfortunately, after

O2 plasma etching, the devices demonstrated a hole mobility of

only around 1 cm2 V�1 s�1 at low drain bias (<10 mV) at room

temperature.116
5.2. Antidot lattices

A more regular version of the GNMs are the so-called graphene

antidot lattices.117–119 An antidot lattice consists of a periodic

array of holes that causes a band gap to open up around the

Fermi level, transforming graphene from a semimetal to a semi-

conductor.117 The magnitude of the gap is highly sensitive to the

size and separation of the holes. The lattice consists of hexagonal
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unit cells, as shown in Fig. 15b, in which a roughly circular hole is

created. Also of importance are the total number of sites in the

unit cell Ntotal (equal to the number of atoms before the hole is

made) and the number of removed atoms Nremoved. For example,

for the {7,3} lattice Ntotal ¼ 294 and Nremoved ¼ 60. The calcu-

lated gap value of the nanoarchitecture scales roughly linearly

with N1/2
removed/Ntotal; Eg values in the range of 1 eV are calcu-

lated for N1/2
removed/Ntotal ¼ 0.04.117

Intentional defects in the antidot lattice can be produced by

leaving one or several unit cells intact, i.e., without a hole. Such
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Fig. 15 Illustration of the triangular antidot lattice (a) with a unit cell

characterized by side length L and hole radius R (b). In (c), several

examples with corresponding {L;R} parameters are shown, both L and R

are measured in units of the graphene lattice constant a ¼ 0.246 nm.

(Reproduced from Pedersen et al.,117 copyright 2008 by The American

Physical Society.)
defects may support localized electronic states and may conse-

quently be utilized for electron spin qubits.117 Hole shape may

play an important role in determining the properties of such

nanoarchitectures, the replacement of the circular perforation

with a triangular one having zigzag edges produces a dis-

persionless ‘‘metallic’’ band at the Fermi level.120 Antidot lattices

with such triangular perforations would lead to additional

interesting features in the optical response, such as controllable

transparency windows. In the case of antidot lattices with

circular holes, it is found that the lattice geometry plays a crucial

role on the size of the band gap: the triangular arrangement

displays always a sizable gap, while for the other types (rectan-

gular, the rotated triangular, and the honeycomb) only particular

hole separations lead to a large gap.121

Calculations show that antidot lattices are two-dimensional,

dipole-allowed, direct-gap semiconductors. This will be impor-

tant for possible optoelectronic applications, including light

emission and detection. Also, experimental detection of band

gaps using infrared spectroscopy should be feasible.120

The effects of hydrogen passivation and of vacancies in the

inner edge of the antidots were investigated theoretically.

Passivation was found to increase the band gap, whereas the

presence of carbon vacancies along the hole edges was shown to

induce midgap bands.122 Such states may be responsible for the

relatively low values of band gaps opened in graphene nano-

meshes, where the edges of the holes have a random structure.

Various antidot patterns have been prepared by e-beam

lithography followed by reactive O2 ion etching, or low-energy

Ar ion etching (350 eV).123 The graphene flakes were prepared by

micromechanical cleavage onto a SiO2 substrate. The lattice

periods were varied from 90 to 400 nm, the antidot diameters

from 54 to 150 nm, while the neck widths were in the range of 1.3

to 4 mm. The transport properties were measured in a 4He-

cryostat at temperatures between 1.6 and 48 K using lock-in

techniques with an ac bias current of 10 nA or lower. The antidot

lattices showed a high-resistance state around the Dirac point,

with an on/off ratio of about 100 at 1.6 K. In large-period

lattices, a well-defined quantumHall effect is observed; at smaller

antidot spacings, the quantum Hall effect gradually disappears.
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Lattices with narrow constrictions between the antidots behave

as networks of GNRs, showing a high-resistance state and

a transport gap of a few mV around the Dirac point. Weak

localization and intervalley scattering are observed. The etched

boundaries of the antidots are found as the obvious source of

intervalley scattering.123

Magnetism in graphene-type materials has been reviewed

recently.124 Rich magnetic physics is predicted for graphene

superlattices with zigzag edges (both dot and antidot

lattices).125–127 Unfortunately, the experimental data to be

compared with theoretical predictions are lacking.
5.3. z-GNR with antidot lattices

An even more challenging nanoarchitecture from the point of

practical realization is the z-GNR with an incorporated antidot

lattice.128 Calculations of band structure and transport features

show that an antidot lattice could turn the semi-metallic gra-

phene into a semiconductor. The size of the band gap can be

tuned by the position of the antidots and the distance D between

the two nearest antidots. For a finite superlattice with N antidots

and a large D, a group of (N � 1) splitting resonant peaks and

transmission-blockade regions appear alternately in the

conductance spectrum. This indicates the formation of mini-

bands and minigaps.128
5.4. Single electron transistor (SET)

Single electron transistors could constitute the ultimate

computing device operating with electrons. Different SET

devices have recently been produced from graphene.54,129–131 The

core element of the SET is a graphene quantum dot (QD). At

large sizes (>100 nanometres), the QDs behave as conventional

single-electron transistors, exhibiting periodic Coulomb

blockade (CB) peaks. For quantum dots smaller than 100

nanometres, the peaks become strongly nonperiodic, indicating

a major contribution of quantum confinement. The distance

between CB peaks is determined by the sum of charging and

confinement energies DE ¼ Ec + dE, and the latter contribution

becomes dominant for devices with D < 100 nm.129

All of the reported SETs have been realized in micro-

mechanically cleaved graphene on a SiO2 substrate processed by

e-beam lithography and subsequent O2 plasma etching. Gra-

phene QDs with features as small as 10 nm could be fabricated

reliably using the lateral ‘‘under-etching’’ process. For even

smaller dimensions, the irregularities in PMMA �5 nm (ref. 132)

become comparable in size with the designed features, thus

making their shape uncertain.129 Devices narrowed down to

nanometre width exhibited on/off conduction state even at room

temperature (Fig. 16).

The width variations in the two GNRs or nanoconstrictions

connecting the central QD to the leads have a significant influ-

ence on the properties of the SETs. A graphene SET130 was used

to detect individual charging events in an etched GNR placed

near the SET.54 Experimental evidence has shown that the

transport gap in an etched graphene nanoribbon is primarily

formed by local resonances and quantum dots along the ribbon.

Quantum dots along the nanoribbon can arise in the presence of
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Fig. 16 Electron transport through a controllably narrowed device with

a minimal width of only �1 nm as estimated from its DE z 0.5 eV. Its

conductance can be completely pinched-off even at room T. Fluctuations

in the on-state at room temperature are time dependent (excess noise). At

low T, the on-state exhibits much lower G, and the noise disappears.

Occasional transmission resonances can also be seen as magnified in the

inset. (From ref. 129. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.)

Fig. 17 Schematic diagram of a so-called valley filter. Middle panel:

honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms in a strip containing a constriction

with zigzag edges. Top panel: dispersion relation in the wide and narrow

regions. An electron in the first valley (modes n ¼ 0,1,2,.) is transmitted

(filled circles), whereas an electron in the second valley (modes n ¼
�1,�2,.) is reflected (open circle). Bottom panel: variation of the elec-

trostatic potential along the strip, for the two cases of an abrupt and

smooth potential barrier (solid and dashed lines). The polarity of the

valley filter switches when the potential height, U0, in the constriction

crosses the Fermi energy, EF. (Reprinted with permission from Mac-

millan Publishers Ltd: Nature Physics (ref. 135), copyright 2007.)
a quantum confinement energy gap combined with a strong bulk

and edge-induced disorder potential (see Fig. 6).

5.5. Nanconstriction transistor

A different method as compared to conventional e-beam

lithography to pattern monolayer graphene nanoconstriction

field effect transistors (NCFETs), with critical dimensions below

10 nm, is reported in ref. 133. NCFET fabrication is enabled by

the use of feedback controlled electromigration (FCE)134 to form

a constriction in a gold etch mask that is first patterned using

conventional lithographic techniques. The use of FCE allows the

etch mask to be patterned on size scales below the limit of

conventional nanolithography.133 The FCE process was con-

ducted on an e-beam patterned gold structure on top of

conductive graphene resulted from micromechanical exfoliation.

During FCE, a slowly ramped voltage is used to electromigrate

gold out of a constriction in a ‘‘bow tie’’ structure. In the typical

literature on FCE, this process is continued until a tunneling gap

is opened134 when the production of a NCFET is intended, the

process is stopped while a small�10 nm junction of gold is left in

the middle of the structure. Following FCE, oxygen plasma

etching is used to remove graphene regions that are unprotected

by the gold, and then the sample is immersed in a KI/I2 gold etch

solution to wash away the remaining gold structure. A sharp

increase is observed in the on/off ratio of the NCFET (up to 1000

at room temperature) with the reduction of the width of the

constriction. NCFETs with constriction widths in the range of

8–150 nm were fabricated, moreover, the metal contacts to the

NCFETs are much larger than what is possible for chemically

derived nanoribbon devices and are thus ‘‘bulk’’ contacts whose

resistance is much smaller than that of the graphene channel.

This allows a direct measurement of the electrical characteristics

of the graphene nanoconstriction with only a minor contribution

from any contact barriers.

5.6. Spin filter (‘‘valleytronics’’)

Another possible application was proposed for more regularly

shaped graphene nanoconstrictions. A so-called valley filter is

based on a z-GNR sandwiched between two broader contacts

(Fig. 17). A key ingredient for ‘‘valleytronics’’ would be

a controllable way for the charge carriers to occupy a single
1836 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1824–1839
valley in graphene, thereby producing a valley polarization.135

Conduction in GNRs (long and narrow ballistic strips) may

support a propagating mode arbitrarily close to the Dirac point,

and this mode lacks the valley degeneracy of modes that prop-

agate at higher energies. For a-GNRs, this lowest propagating

mode is constructed from states in both valleys, but for z-GNRs

only a single valley contributes.136 The constriction is regarded as

the quantum point contact137 in the graphene sheet. The orien-

tation of the graphene lattice is such that the constriction has

zigzag edges along the direction of current flow. In this case, the

two valleys in graphene can be addressed individually as inde-

pendent internal degrees of freedom of the conduction electrons.

The polarization of this valley filter can be inverted by locally

raising the Dirac point in the region of the constriction, by means

of a gate voltage, such that the Fermi level lies in the conduction
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



bands in the wide regions and in the valence band inside the

constriction.135

Later on, other more complex valleytronic devices were

proposed based on theoretical calculations, exploiting optical

analogues,138 double bended z-GNR/a-GNR/z-GNR,139 or

straight a-GNR/z-GNR/a-GNR140 structures. Along this line of

valleytronics, another approach is proposed for electron beam

manipulation in the graphene layers by properly shaped z-GNR

and a-GNR strips attached to large graphene sheets or complex

nanopatterns carved from graphene.141 These complex nano-

patterns named Hetero-Dimensional Graphene Junctions

(HDGJs) when injected with hot electrons, whose energy lies

within the trigonal warping region, will split or collimate electron

beams depending on the type of the GNR (a-GNR or z-GNR)

used for current injection.141 Unfortunately the experimental

realization of valleytronic devices has not yet been reported.
6. Summary and outlook

The overview of methods for nanoscale patterning clearly shows

that, due to the particular electronic structure of graphene, the

development of new tools able to control, at the same time, both

the crystallographic orientation of the graphene edges and their

atomic scale structure is a cornerstone for future graphene-based

nanoelectronics and spintronics. The two competing approaches,

namely, the top-down approach of materials science and the

bottom-up approach of chemistry, both have their drawbacks

and advantages.

The various lithographic methods mostly avoid the problems

faced when one has to place a nano-object with nanometric

precision to the location where it has to perform a certain task

(for example, a component in an electrical circuit). This type of

problem is well known from more than one and half decades of

carbon nanotube research. On the other hand these methods face

three serious bottlenecks:

� the micromechanically cleaved graphene, while suitable for

fundamental research, is clearly unsuitable for large-scale prac-

tical applications; the other kind of widely used graphene

samples, those produced by CVD, presently still bring along an

additional complication because of the grain boundaries incor-

porated in them.

� the various kinds of e-beam lithography combined with

different post-lithographic narrowing techniques leave behind an

unacceptable level of edge disorder, which is transmitted further

during the chemical narrowing of GNRs, setting a limit in the

range of 5 nm for such GNRs.

� the STL- and CTE-based lithographic procedures showed

the best results with respect to edge roughness and crystallo-

graphic orientation control, however STL needs a conducting

substrate and the transfer without damage of a GNR may be

extremely challenging. CTE produces remarkably perfect zigzag

edges, but the GNR widths achieved so far are not better than

those produced by e-beam lithography.

In addition to moving-nanoparticle etching reaction, STL and

CTE techniques reviewed in this paper, new top-down directions

are currently explored, which may be more suitable for real

applications. A recent example is a plasma-based etching process

presenting high crystallographic selectivity brought about by

hydrogenation of the edge carbon atoms of graphene.31
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
The bottom-up methods originating on one hand from the

epitaxial growth on special facets of SiC and from organic

chemistry are very promising, but presently still in their infancy.

From these two methods the epitaxial growth of GNRs on SiC

seems to be at present closer to technical applicability; however it

is questionable if it will be possible to decrease the width of the

GNRs in the range of 2 to 3 nm, needed for room temperature

operation. The results obtained so far by assembling organic

precursors on the Au(111) face, or other metals, are very

promising, but here also the transfer of the GNRs to an insu-

lating substrate has to be solved in one way or another. An

additional difficulty which has to be handled is that a GNR of 2–

3 nm in width has to be placed with very high precision onto

a contact and that contact has to be an ohmic contact if elec-

tronic applications are envisaged.

An approach that may seem somewhat fantastic presently, but

would solve most of the drawbacks mentioned above, could be

based on the directed growth of all graphene circuitry by the

controlled self-assembly of carefully chosen organic molecules

along similar principles as outlined in ref. 111. If feasible, such

a nanoarchitecture may be grown with conveniently large

‘‘contact pads’’ through which its communication with the micro-

and macro-world can be achieved.
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